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A SENSE OF SERENITY
Searching for perfection at
Pine Cliffs Resort, Portugal

HOUSE OF WELLNESS
Villa Stéphanie at Brenners
Park-Hotel & Spa, Germany

SALUS PER AQUAM

Inside Kohler Waters Spa at
the Old Course Hotel, Scotland

SLEEPING POTENTIAL

Advice from our Wellness 360˚
experts on this pillar of health

Elixir Spa Retreat in Cape Sounio, Greece
is a perfect example of how spas can
make outdoor spaces work for them

Connecting with nature
The designers of five stunning exterior spa environments describe how
their creations enabled guests to connect with their natural surroundings
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pa designers and outdoor specialists are creating
ever more innovative ways to naturally extend spa
journeys and further enhance guest relaxation and
wellbeing. From northern England to southern
Greece, designers are either drawing inspiration from or
augmenting the best of what nature has already provided to
produce ingenious external spaces.
The creation of an al fresco environment to complement
their superlative indoor areas can deftly elevate a spa’s
offering, often conjuring a near-seamless transition between
the two environments.
The addition of a light-filled sensory garden or an uplifting
open-air space on a rooftop or a terrace, or perhaps in a
courtyard setting, can allow for the provision of outdoor
pools, sensorial heat experiences or superior relaxation areas
that will naturally enhance your guests’ enjoyment of sunsets,
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skies and their scenic surroundings.
We have selected five properties that each display a unique
exterior design aesthetic, and asked their designers how
they came up with the concepts to connect their indoor and
outdoor wellbeing elements.
Among them are the Mediterranean-inspired grounds
at Northern Ireland’s luxurious Galgorm Resort and Spa;
horticulturist Matthew Wilson’s stylish and minimalist
enhancement of the spa rooftop garden at Rudding Park;
and the year-round ‘spa pavilion’ at Rockliffe Hall, both in
northern England.
Elsewhere, we highlight the spa exteriors overlooking the
stunning bay of Sounio in Greece, created by Scape Design
Associates, and witness the smooth transformation between
internal and external designed by Alberto Apostoli at
Portopiccolo Spa in Italy’s Gulf of Trieste.
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Mediterranean synchronicity
Portopiccolo Spa, Gulf of Trieste, Italy
Designed by Alberto
Apostoli, founder,
Studio Alberto Apostoli

T

he design
philosophy of
Portopiccolo Spa
focused on integrating
the external environment
and the interior space.
Covering 3,600sqm
over three levels, the spa offers a comprehensive
wellbeing experience.
The exterior includes an ‘in-out’ swimming
pool and relaxation loungers, and we will be
adding a sauna, showers and an Ashiyu (Japanese
footbath) soon. Inside is a selection of heat
experiences supplied by Cemi, as well as a gym, a
panoramic spa suite and 10 treatment rooms.
The external design had to respect the
philosophy of the village in which the spa is
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located, and follow the ‘genius loci’ of the
sea-facing cliffs. We alternated natural stone with
the transparency of glass to lighten the internal
structure and open up breathtaking views.
I would define the style of the spa’s outdoor
space as ‘modern Mediterranean’ – the white
palette of the swimming pool and the exterior
floors, and the type of stones used in the
structure’s facade, are typical of this region.

Improving on an imprint
One of the project’s main challenges was the
swimming pool, as it had been partially built
some years before the construction of the spa, on
the imprint of another project.
Our pool designers had to undertake a great
amount of engineering work to adapt the
construction drawings of the pool to the preexisting conditions and respect the very strict
sustainability levels the project’s owner required.
The heated pool is the single most important

element of the outdoor area and was designed
to offer excellent performance and to limit the
consumption of electricity.
However, the real USP of Portopiccolo Spa’s
external area is the view. The spa, in fact, opens
onto the Gulf of Trieste, which offers magnificent
sights, especially at sunset.
We were able to deliver the perfect
inter-connection between interior and exterior,
with the reception area conceived as a single,
continuous element that links the two spaces.
I’m also proud of the particular attention
that we gave to the lighting project, which
was designed to optimise the reflections of
the seawater and the verdant colours of the
surrounding hillside behind the spa.
www.albertoapostoli.com | www.portopiccolosistiana.it
Clockwise from below left: Views of the Mediterranean Sea
from the indoor pool; the exterior design is respectful of the
surrounding village environment; an in-out swimming pool
at the foot of the sea-facing cliffs; a glazed roof allows the
night-time atmosphere to flood the spa
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